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1907         social litises (including the invitation of our Queen, to tea when there
Age 54-66 was a corpse in the house which she met on the stairs) this brings for
Roman career to an unhappy climax.   I had a talk with Giolittiwlio is
a clever mana hut rather a ruffian to look at. ...
Asquith was back in London just before the opening of Parlia-
ment on 12th February, and was plunged at once into Estimates
and Budget. The subject which was most in his mind in these daya
was Old Age Pensions. Among all the " social services * now being
talked of none appealed to him more than the making of a modest
provision at State cost for the aged poor. He saw in it none of the
difficulties and dangers that old-fashioned orthodoxy discovered.
He thought it mere humanity to give old men and women past work
this shelter from the workhouse, and he was convinced that, far from
discouraging thrift or undermining character, the added sense of
security would be helpful to both. If he had any special ambition
when he became Chancellor of the Exchequer it was to provide the
means to this end. To a deputation which waited on Mm and the
Prime Minister he said that he was in favour of a " universal plan
altogether dissociated from the Poor Law," and that the Government
" regarded the question as one of the most extreme urgency."
This was the first intimation after ten years of vague sympathy
and conditional pledges that something was really going to be done.
But the finding of the money was by no means plain sailing, and
Asquith decided that it could only be done by planning for two years
ahead, economising wherever possible in the meantime, and gradually
accumulating the required surplus. A hard battle for the promised
economies in expenditure was fought in the Departments during the
winter months of 1906 and 1907, and the Admiralty defended itself
to such purpose that the saving of £1,500,000 expected in that
quarter came down to £450,000. On the other hand Mr. Haldane,
the Secretary for War, who was by now embarked on his great
scheme of Army reorganisation, yielded £2,000,000 when he had
only been asked for £17,000—a miracle of economy which justly
earned him the gratitude of his old friend, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer. Revenue meanwhile came in well, and by the end of
March 1907 Asquith saw his way to a Budget which would bring
Old Age Pensions in sight and at the same time institute the reforms
in Income Tax foreshadowed in his Budget speech of the previous year,
-This, Asquith's second Budget, was introduced on 18th April,
and the featrae by which it is generally remembered is the differentia-
tion which it made for the first time between earned and tmeamed
Taking the normal rate of Income Tax at Is. in the £, he

